Dean’s Address

Thomas A. Finholt, Dean and Professor

Recognition of PhD Graduates

Erin Krupka, Associate Professor and Director, Doctoral Program
Paul Resnick, Michael D. Cohen Collegiate Professor of Information and Associate Dean for Research and Faculty Affairs

Presentation of Academic Awards

Elizabeth Yakel, Senior Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Professor
• Margaret Mann Award
• Edmon Low Award
• John L. King Award
• Nikki Candelore Roda Award

Message to Bachelor of Science in Information graduates

Clifford Lampe, Professor of Information
Director, Bachelor of Science in Information program

Message to Master of Health Informatics graduates

Denise Anthony, Professor of Public Health
Director, Master of Health Informatics program

Message to Master of Science in Information graduates

Kentaro Toyama, WK Kellogg Professor of Community Information
Director, Master of Science in Information program

Remarks on Behalf of Graduate Students

Salma Siddiqui, MSI ’20

Remarks on Behalf of Undergraduate Students

Officers of the School of Information Bachelor’s Association (SIBA):
Kevin Feldman, BSI ’20
Willem Lucas, BSI ’20
Gabrielle Truong, BSI ’20

Welcome to the Network of Michigan Alumni

John Szabo, MILS ’92, City Librarian/CEO, Los Angeles Public Library
Loretta Parham, MLS ’77, CEO and Director, Robert W. Woodruff Library-Atlanta University Center
Jamie Voris, BCE ’96, UMSI External Advisory Board member
Chief Technology Officer, Walt Disney Studios

UMSI Moments

A collection of memories featuring UMSI people and places.
### DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

- Wei Ai
- Samuel Harold Carton
- Melissa Kay Chalmers
- Priyank Chandra
- Daphne Chang
- Padma Chirumamilla
- Tamy Guberek
- Chuan-Che Huang
- Carol M Moser
- Rohail Mustafa Syed

### MASTER OF HEALTH INFORMATICS

- Vinoothna Bavireddy
- Abhineeth Bhat
- Aegean Buenafe
- Erin Ellyse Cardwell
- Kati Carson
- Socheatha Chan
- Yuxuan Chen
- Adrian Wing-Ho Choi
- Cassandra Ione Kazimiera Eddy
- Chulan Fan
- Mingzhou Fu
- Grace Anne Ganzel
- Marina Goulas
- Banesa Hernandez
- Charlene Hsiao
- Bryan Meek
- Olawunmi Oduyebo
- Lillian Opemipo Ojo
- Bijan Scott
- Radhika Sondhi
- Aulia Song
- Chia-Hsuan Su
- Kelly Stephanie Sun
- Danny M Teng
- Alexis Villafranca
- Kim My Vuong
- Roy Fa-Lin Wang
- Shannon Weber
- Stephanie Zimmerman

---

**Degrees awarded by the School of Information**

| PhD | Doctor of Philosophy in Information |
| MHI | Master of Health Informatics |
| MSI | Master of Science in Information |
| BSI | Bachelor of Science in Information |

**Dual degrees**

| BA | Bachelor of Arts |
| BFA | Bachelor of Fine Arts |
| BS | Bachelor of Science |
| MA | Master of Arts |
| MBA | Master of Business Administration |

| MLArch | Master of Landscape Architecture |
| MPP | Master of Public Policy |
| MS | Master of Science |
| MSW | Master of Social Work |
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION

Casey Lynn Albertsun
Aljoharah Abdullah M Alfayez
Alexis Unique Ashby
Paryn Assavanop MBA
Drew Asselin
Taika Augustaitis
Elizabeth Baca
Amanda Elena Bassett
Belinda Jane Bolivar
Brianna Broderick
Elizabeth Alma Marie Brown
Samantha Mary Brown
Derek Bruckner
Katherine Helen Bryson
Justin Buss
Rochelle Lori Ann Campbell
Teresa Cao
Stephanie Capsuto
Ana Maria Cardenas Gasca
Amy Carr
Ting-Wei Chang
Jieqing Chen
Kangning Chen
Shirley Chen
Yi-Chun Chen
Yipeng Chen
Amy Chew
Angela Hsiao-An Chih
Stephanie Choi
Youngsoo Choy MBA
Chloe Smicklevich Clark
Packy Colgan MSW
Nathaniel Winston Coryell
Maria Natalia Da Silva
Costa MBA
Joshua Caleb Cutter
Linou Dai
Kara Hope Dailey
Valyn Patrice Dall
Jainabou Barry Danfa
Jill Alexis Davidson
Emma De Vera
Christopher Thomas
Demundo MBA
Harsh K Desai
Quinton Jaemin Devries
Julia Dinoto
Morgan Elizabeth Durow
Frederick Ethan Ellert
Caitlin Elizabeth Endyke MBA
Brittany Ann Evans
Elisabeth Yvonne Fellowes
Alexander David Fidel
Alexis Brianne Fintel
Ashley Holley Fleckenstein
Mary Margaret Foley
Jennifer Foran
Noah Garcia
Onawa Gardiner
Martin Gargaro
Ian Christopher Geiman
Gina Carolann Genova
Sara Katherine Gladchun
Gillian Goldblatt
Sangeetha Mandayam Gomamat
Alissa Graff MPP
William Clayton Grant MBA
Peter Joseph Gray
Teresa Mae Gray
Corbet Griffith
Connor Haines
Kate Haines
Muneeb Hameed
Jackson B Hammond
Matthew Hanger
Shriya Shirish Hardikar
Evan H Haywood
Caitlin Darcey Helgesen
Jordan Conrad Hemingway
Scott Henry
Greta Hilburn
Rachel Ann Hoster
Haiyan Hu
Xinyue Huang
Janel Ann Ilar
Elissa Alanna Binti Irhamy
Arushi Jain
Vivian Liu Jiang
Xuan Jin MLArch
Soobum Jun
Fang-Chien Kan
Kai Kang
Corina Kesler
Zinnia Khan
Min Jin Kim
Min-Seon Kim
Youngmin Kim
Andrew Samuel Kohler
Annaka Lynn Koster
Brittany Lang
Van Le
Madel Leal
Michelle Lee
Sanghyun Lee
Kendall Lynn Lehmann
Chen Li
Wei Li
Zixi Li
Chen Liang
Yeongjae Lim MBA
Shirley Lin
JoAnna Marie Lincoln
Jack Lint
Jierui Liu
Mengyao Liu
Weilong Liu
Connor Lockman
Yuko Lopez
Shi Lu
Maryse Elizabeth Lundering-Timpano
Chenyang Lyu
Julia Anne Maxwell
Rachel Carolyn McCoucha
Cameron McLaughlin
Aaron Davis Miller
Joseph Muller
Chance Murphy
Claire Alyssa Myers
Charlene Ni
Stephen Nisbet
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION

Sophie Niu
Monica Comeau Pagani MPP
Jalin Armon Parker
Reine Elise Patterson
Mary Grace Pellegrini MBA
Andrea Pellerito
Sabah Habib Pirani
Katherine Anne Pittman
Yunqi Qian
Linna Qiao
Si Qiu
Vincent Qiu MS
Mark Joseph Ramirez
Hao Ran MBA
Alexandria Jane Rayburn
Jonathan David Riley
Bryan Romas
Jaleesa Rosario Turner
Regen Le Roy
Adrienne H Royce
William Royster
Emily Joan Sartorius
Maryam Seifeldin
Stacia Elizabeth Serafin
Anthony James Sexton
Katrina Shafer
Bingqing Shan
Priyanka
Shanmugasundaram
Desiree Lynn Sharland
Elena Shen
Erdong Shi MBA
Nai-Yu Shih
April Euljim Shin
Heather Shoecraft
Salma Fatima Siddiqui
Prabhjot Singh
Sagnik Sinha Roy
Bridget Siniakov
Matthew David Smallish
Geoffrey Smith-Woolams
Courtney Dunn Snede
Kaushal Prakashbhai
Solanki
Allison Nicole Spiller
Megan St Andrew
Denny L Starks
Hannah Rae Stoloff
Carlo Mintu Sugatan
Chi-Ying Sun
Benjamin Sutton
Hope Peter Tambala
Henny Tasker
Sanjna Thammanna
Taylor Viola-Pope
Thompson
Allison Thorsen MA
Annabelle Liang Tsai
Andrew Peter Vande Gucht
Blake Wagner III
Emmie Zhuo Wang
Fan Wang
Guanrong Wang
Lucy Wang
Lusi Wang
Yankun Wang
Matthew William Whitehead
Liam Alex Wiesenberger
Caroline Parker Williams
John Wayne Wyman Jr
Yiwei Xu
Yujia Yang
Di Yao
Fei Yi
Yin Yin
Eugene James Yoon
Benjamin Tse-Bung Yu
Yulin Yu
Natalie Kaitlin Zauhar
Yizhou Zeng
Jesi Zhang
Valorie Xiaowen Zhang
Wei Zhang
Yu Zheng MBA
Huan Zhao
Jiahui Zhou
Xunan Zhou
Yixian Zhou
Kaiqi Zhu

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION

Orly E Abrams
Shaelyn Joy Albrecht
Sulayman S Ali
Grace Elizabeth
Badagliacca
Avantika Bagri BA
Tianing Bai
Thomas Bautista
Charles Joseph Beach
Kate N Becker
Matthew J Benson
Somya D Bhagwagar
Jamie M Blackwell
Andrew K Boskovich
Michael Benjamin
Braunstein BA
Fernando E Carretero
Carol Leena Castro-Adolphus
Jorge A Cazares
Shelby R Chasin
William Chen
Luke Peijeng Cheng BS
Abigail L Chester
Navanas Chetsandtikhun
Jasmine Chiquito
Shreya Chowdhary
Lucky Chowdhury
Natalie Marie Cieslak
Jack R Clegg
Samantha B Cohen
Emily Rachel Conn
Hana Coon
Savannah Elizabeth Cooper
Alexandra R Cortez
Fernando Daniel Cueva
DEGREE CANDIDATES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION

Laurel E Dentinger
Manali Desai
Komal Dhillon
Yazad Mehernosh
Dhunjisha
George L Dixon
Bridget Caitlin Doherty
McCoy Shane Doherty
Suzanna Therese Duba BA
Kyle Durant
Kendall T Dyke
Daniel Louis Eilender BA
Shannon R Elkins BA
Laila Elnaggar
Victoria R Engler
AJ Estes
Kevin Scott Feldman
Sarah M Fodor
Destiny Franks
Elizabeth Fu
Derek Gan BA
Maya Genson
Caroline Ksell Gilhool
Danielle Godick
Will Godley
Elyse M Goldblum
Benjamin Golding
Rachel Gordon
Jessica Sloane Granader
Olivia S Grant
Jordan L Graves
Asia M Green
Stefanie Alexis Greenfield
Kayla R Guerrero
Hailey L Harris
Isaak Andrew Hedding
Ken Heindel
Molly Heller
Sarah C Herman
Samantha T Herzog
Kenton A Hoffmann
Gwen Olivia Hornaday
Courtney R Hunter
Zoe Christina Hunter
Lauren Alexa Jackson
Tyler N Jackson
Camille B Johnson

Akhila Kadiyala
Isabel Serena Kashi
Matthew Katz
Abpreet Kaur
David N Kimmel
Jacob Benjamin Kirsch
Jeong-Woo Ko
Leah N Krasnick
Hannah L Kriftcher
Rhea Kulkarni
Reeshma N Kumar
Michael Kunz
Madeline Kwon
Yongiae Kwon
Jamie L Lai
Sejal Lal
Sydney Elizabeth Lash
Julia H Lauer
Julia R Lawson
Wen Hoong Ling BA
Jason M Litt
Sofia A Lotsoff
Samantha S Lu
Tianny Lu
Willem G Lucas
Yuhan Ma
Andrew Milton Macleod BS
Riley C Maher
Emil M Meireles
William D Minck
Anas Morsi
Deeya Naval
Erin Rose Neaton BA
Theresa C Nguyen
Nicolas Ortega
Chris Pak
Brendan Riley Palkowski
Rebecca Lynn Penny
Sydney Reynolds Peters
Michelle Phillips
Jaik Prasad
Griff Prime
Ryan Joseph Prior
Vanya Parkour Prokopovich
Andrew Michael Rabines
Hannah R Rauh
Michael J Rigney

Jazmyn E Rivera
Danielle Lauren Roberts
Hannah Rosebaum
Rachel Rothstein
Sophia Ryan
Erin Wilcox Saada
Serena Jongsun Sabuda
Abdoulaye Gilbert Samake
Mckinley Schmidt
Cooper Judd Seligson
Reeya Shah
Samantha Jordan Sherman
Jonathan Shi BA
Emma Shpiz
Monica Hope Siegel
Sophia A Simopoulos
Kunal R Singh
Gabrielle Sirota
Eva Marie Smith
Abigail I Snyder
Luke A Soenen
Charlee Stefanski
Jordan H Stone
Verity R Sturm BA
Gabrielle M Tabachnik
Casey Ruo Ting Tin
Jessica Nicolle Toma
Austin M Topkis
Kelsey Kay Toporski
Gabrielle Truong
Brian Tsai
Carrington Tubman
Addison Lawson Viener
BFA
Zeyao Wang
Charlotte Emma Roberta
Wittels
Matthew R Wolfgram
Samuel Benjamin Wood
Trevor D Woods
Maximilian Yuchong Xu
Jodi Yip
Sean Sanghyeok Yoon
Benjamin C Zeffer
Lawrence Zheng
Lauren Rebecca Marie Zielinski
The University of Michigan School of Information (UMSI) explores the relationship between people, information and technology. Because information is all-pervasive, UMSI’s programs are broadly interdisciplinary. The faculty come from many fields, from computer science to law to social networking to public health.

UMSI educates students at the undergraduate, master’s and doctoral levels to become information professionals and conduct research on the role of information technology in society. The current enrollment is 337 Bachelor of Science in Information (BSI) students, 497 Master of Science in Information (MSI) students, 91 Master of Health Informatics (MHI) students, 149 Master of Applied Data Science (MADS) students and 105 Doctor of Philosophy in Information (PhD) students.